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1 - Good Characters

This is the biography section of my fan-character and his side kick, based on my story Guardian of the
Forest. The biography will be updated as the story progressses. I am granting people to use these in
their sonic fics as long as they keep all their abilities and that you give proper credit to me for those two
characters. Thank you. -Gamerdude

Name: Fangor Thunderbolt

Age: 16 (never ages)

Race: Kintushian

Gender: male

Characteristics: has blue eyes (except when he is angry. when he is angry, he has red eyes with red
lightning sparking in them), wears a white shirt with a picture of a shield over a picture of a sword all the
time (emblem worn by all Knights of Justice), always wears blue jeans in this form, wings of a dragon on
his back, claws similar to Wolverine's (x-men) in that there are three on each hand but go out to at most
16 feet instead of 1 foot like Wolverine's, two stalk eyes on top of his head that allow him full range of
vision (Andalite from Animorph series), a bladed tail (Andalite from Animorph series), a Kintushian-steel
longsword strapped to his back (6 feet long and draws it with his right hand), in the second part (near the
end of the second part) he will have the sword of justice on his right hip (draws with his left hand), and a
disintegrator beam handgun holstered at his left hip and he only uses it for removing large objects such
as boulders and giant doors.

Height: 8 feet tall

Strengths: Stronger than normal Kintushians, maximum speed is twice the speed of light, heals
instantaneously from any wound (enters a half-death state if a sword is stabbed through him. Have to
remove the sword so he can heal), cannot get sick, does not need to eat (but still eats just to be polite),
does not need to sleep (yet still does), cannot be robotosized, cannot be changed into a cyborg, very
protective of Tails, and cannot die (but, as mentioned above, can enter a half-death state)

Weaknesses: Although he cannot die he can still go into a `half-death' state, in which he is unable to do
anything until the sword that caused the half-death state is removed, allowing him to heal; can still feel
pain, and is sometimes overly protective of Tails

Personality: a warrior that cannot feel fear or sadness, has comeplete control over the three emotions he
can
feel (anger, happiness, and indifference), and has made it his mission to protect Tails.

Friends: Tails, Sonic, Sally, Amy, Shadow, Knuckles, Cream, Rouge, and the rest of the main cast of



Sonic the Hedgehog

Best Friend: Miles `Tails' Prower

Girlfriend: none (you will find out why later)

Enemies: Water Kintushians, their allies and any villain in Sonic the Hedgehog and Sonic-X

Worst enemy: The `fallen' Kintushians

Likes: his friends, standing out in the rain, doing justice, and being with Tails

Dislikes: his enemies, anyone that is mean to Tails, and Robotnik's base

Favorite food: pizza

Favorite gift for any holiday: being able to spend time with his best friend, Tails

One thing he cannot do: dance (or so he thinks)

Special abilities: Magic, good swimmer, strength enhanced beyond normal Kintushians, speed
enhanced beyond normal Kintushians, reaction time enhanced beyond normal Kintushians

Special note: cannot touch Chaos emeralds; uses Order emeralds instead

Battle cry: Tremble before the might of justice!

Motto: Keep your eyes forward and your stalkeyes in all other directions.

First appearance: Guardian of the Forest Part 1: Chapter 1: The Guardian

Name: Green Lightning (Named that because when he is running at top speed he looks like a green
flash of lightning)

Age: 6 (does not age, has all his memories, and has his 16 year-old mind)

Race: Kitsune (multi-tailed fox)

Gender: male

Characteristics: has bright green eyes, looks exactly like Tails (when he was 6 years old), except instead
of having orange and white fur with red and white shoes, he has green and gold fur (respectively) and
green and gold shoes (respectively); always wears a green shirt with a shield over a tree (symbol of the
Guardian of the Forest) and always wears green shorts



Height: 1 foot, eight inches tall

Strengths: will be mentioned later on... for now they shall remain a mystery to you, the reader

Weaknesses: See 'strengths'

Personality: A pacifist mage with a great responsibility

Friends: Tails (later), Sonic, Sally, Amy, Shadow, Knuckles, Cream (later), Rouge, and the rest of the
main cast of Sonic the Hedgehog except Robotnik, Eggman, and their henchmen

Best Friend: Fangor Thunderbolt

Girlfriend: Aleena

Enemies: Robotnik, Black Robe gang,

Worst enemy: Black Robe gang (yes, all 7 members that are out to kill him and his family, starting with
him)

Likes: his friends, standing out in the rain, and taking a walk through a forest (he is the Guardian of the
Forest after all!)

Dislikes: his enemies, fighting without reason, and Robotnik (henchmen included)

Favorite food: fruit

Favorite gift for any holiday: being able to spend time with his friends

One thing he cannot do: (find out later)

Two things he has a problem with: Is a target of the Black Robe gang and is strangely allergic to caffine

Special abilities: Magic, good swimmer, and friendly personality

Special note: cannot touch Chaos emeralds; uses Order emeralds instead

Motto: Anger is not the solution to most problems, but is the cause of most of them.

First appearance: Guardian of the Forest Part 1: Chapter 3: The 'other' two-tailed fox

Please post here to ask for permission to have my fan-character included in your story or stories.



2 - Evil Characters

To be displayed later. be patient. thank you.



3 - Submitted characters

Ok, first up, I do not own these characters. They were submitted to me to use in the Guardian of the
forest story, so don't think I made these myself. Thank you for your consideration, and thanks to all who
have contributed.

First up is FOX_fan999's character(s):

aleena the kitsune/cat (havent decided and dont care)
age;13gender;female
superform; aleena darkangel
likes;sonic, knuckles TAILS and amy
dislkes a little;shadow
found;Starlight(or prisnor of robotnik again i dont care)
coulourings;blue with purple hair whitch is down to her ankles, wears high heel purple boots with 'go
faster' arrows in blue on the heel. ok and sshe has blue and yellow flecked eyes
she;loves banana's and fruit, but is
*vegaterian,
*would die for her friends
*her attack consists of her gloves(which have 5 claws on them) and a red boomerang
*has a friendly nature but gets angry quickly but likes a good laugh
she acts like an 8 year old
birthday; 17th October
fave colour;green
found in ruins of the prowers house looking for them because she is tails's cousin.
she is sooo free and i need a bf for her cause she gets lonely easy

That's all for now! See ya later!



4 - Kintushian Characteristics

This is a description of my made up race, the Kintushians:

A long, very flexible, and very powerful tail, ending in a crescent moon blade (open-end facing away
from the tail, like an Andalite's) attached to a human body at the other end. The tail is the same color as
their skin.

3 Claws (like Wolverine from X-Men) extending from between the index and middle knuckle, middle and
ring knuckle, and ring and pinky knuckle on each hand. (these are made out of Kintushian steel, which,
by the way, is not magnetic even though it is metal)

2 stalk eyes (like Andalites from The Animorph series) extend from the top of the head, protruding from
the hair and ending in a single eyeball each, complete with an eyelid that matches the skin color, just as
the stalk that supports it. This gives them a full range of vision, so they can view everything without
moving their head. This makes it nearly impossible to sneak up on a Kintushian.

2 dragon wings protruding from the back, allowing flight for the Kintushian. (this is the only part of their
ancestry they kept after half of them turned against God)

The rest looks human, except for the skin color.

The skin and eye colors are as follows:

First, the good Kintushian races:

Fire = Orange
Forest = Green
Light = Yellow
Lightning = Dark Blue (Fangor's eyes are light blue, though.)

Next, the evil Kintushian races:

Ice = White
Earth = Brown
Dark = Black
Water = Light Blue

All of them have the same basic characteristics. Also, their claws can extend an extra foot for each year
of age ( so a 16 year old's claws can extend up to 16 feet)
And Kintushians heal from any wound almost instantly, can travel up to 120 m.p.h (except in Fangor's
case, he can travel up to 2X the speed of light) and react as fast as they can move. They all have a



built-in danger sense which can deterriorate over time. The ones that go into war have their ages frozen
until they die. (which is why Fangor is frozen at 16 years of age) Those that spend a long time in war
lose certain feelings. (in Fangor's case, he lost sadness and almost all fear) Their stalk-eye's eye color
matches their eye color. A Kintushian that is berserk cannot discern between friend and foe, and it's skin
turns blood red with it's element flowing through it's eyes. It can think of only one thing: kill, maim,
destroy. It ends it's berserk state once it is alone. A Kintushian, like a human, needs to sleep, drink, and
eat (unless it is in war or has it's age frozen. Then it doesn't need food, drink, or sleep.) All have hair half
as long as they are tall. ( So Fangor's hair is 4 feet long.)

Their ships are made out of Kintushian tin ( their lightest, weakest, and easiest to work with metal) and
can travel up to the speed of light. Their entire planet is ruled by a single King and their society revolves
around their religion, commandmentism. (every time they break a commandment, they are exiled from
their church for ten years, which causes them spiritual pain to remind them that breaking a
commandment is wrong.)

The only way to kill a Kintushian is to strike their heart. (Fangor's heart is surrounded by Kintushian
steel, so he cannot be killed. He can, however, still feel pain.) All Kintushians, except for Fangor, are
strong enough to be able to lift Earth's moon, were it on the planet. (Fangor is many times stronger than
this.) Their moons are large enough to fit 10 Milky Way Galaxies into one of them. (all of their moons are
the exact same size) All their planets are big enough to fit 100 of their moons into each of them. (So they
have no problem finding a place for their house.) Their houses look like human houses, but are made of
Kintushian tin, held together by Kintushian steel nails. They have basic human laws, but assault is not
against the law. (fighting is in all of their societies) The good Kintushian races are bound by law to
protect God's people from the Evil Kintushian races.

The Kintushian mating ritual consists of two Kintushians (one male and one female, mind you) circling
the same spot over and over again, charging up their energy. This lasts for an hour, then they discharge
their energy towards the sky, striking each others element and from their combined energy, a child is
born.

They are also speciest in that they won't date or marry outside their race ( they won't even date or marry
outside of their alignment)

Anyone wishing to use a Kintushian in one of their stories, please post a request here.
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